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Dear Parents, 

On Monday a staff working party will meet under the leadership of Mr Rob 

Chowns to consider how best to support our pupils with their self-esteem 

and wellbeing. We have decided to focus on this area as low self-esteem 

is a very common challenge amongst our pupils. Staff regularly hear our 

pupils saying in various ways when faced with different situations or 

challenges, words along the lines of ‘I can’t do that’, whilst our staff know 

that with a positive attitude the children are more than capable of 

successfully tackling the situation in question. 

We see this low self-esteem displaying itself across a range of situations - 

socially, educationally and practically to name but a few and we are 

committed to supporting our pupils in this way. Most of us as adults will 

know that when faced with a challenges of various kinds our own 

confidence level in approaching it, can often be a determining factor in 

how successful we are in dealing with it. 

As I say, the working party meets this Monday as they seek to gather ideas 

of how we might support our pupils. You as parents may well have ideas 

that you would like to input into this team’s work and we would love to 

hear from you. Should you want to do so, please contact Mr Chowns 

directly. His email address is r.chowns@brantridge-school.co.uk  

In a similar vein, this coming Thursday (10th October) is World Mental Health 

day.  We all know that this is an area that so many in our society have 

challenges in. (It is reported that approximately 1 in 4 of us in this country 

will experience  challenges in this area at some point in our lives and so we 

are really pleased to be able to focus on this important area as a school.  

Various activities have been planned with the aim of giving our pupils a 

range of strategies to deal with stressful and challenging situations that 

they might face now as children or in later in life as adults. Please do speak 

to your son on Thursday evening about the activities they have 

participated in on that day. I am sure that they will have an enjoyable 

day. 

I trust you have a good weekend. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Dafydd Roberts 

Principal 

 

 

Key Dates: 

 

10/10/19- World mental 

health day 

28/10/19- Half term 

4/11/19- Back to school 

22/11/19 – INSET 

20/12/19- Christmas 

open morning/ last day 

of school 

6/1/20 – Back to school 

Friday 4th October,  

2019. 
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Pluto: 

This week Pluto have been getting bossy when learning about imperative (bossy) verbs.  

They have used their knowledge of imperative verbs to write instructions for a new army 

recruit to put their uniform on.  They have been exercising their brains by adding two and 

3 digit numbers mentally. In enrichment they continued to papier-mâché their Brodie 

helmet.  For topic we have learnt the important roles animals played in the war and created 

animal recruitment posters.     

 

 

 

 Mercury 

Mercury have had another really strong week. In English we have been learning about 

what imperative verbs (bossy verbs) are and being able to come up with our own bossy 

verbs to use in sentences. In Maths we have been looking at what the inverse (opposite) of 

addition and subtraction is and using related facts to solve equations. In Science we have 

been experimenting to see which materials are absorbent or not. For enrichment we made 

golden chicken nuggets leanring how to safely use a frying pan and the importance of 

washing our hands after touching raw meat. We also had another successful trip out to the 

gym which the boys loved! 

 

 

 

   

Saturn 

This week the boys have continued their topic based learning in English. We learnt facts 

about Blackbeard and wrote our own fact files. We were really shocked by some of the 

information we found out! In Maths, the boys have been working on subtraction.  The 

boys enjoyed science this week where they tested fabrics for absorbency and then 

made them waterproof. They really loved seeing the results.  

Throughotu the school there is a focus on attitude to learning this fortnight and in PSHE 

we have continued to look at growth mindset and read a book called ‘the dot’. We 

really enjoyed this book and we talked a lot about how everyone starts somewhere and 

with a bit of determination and practice, we can all get better at things. The class were 

given paper, scissors, glue and a coloured dot stickers to make a paper chain. The boys 

worked hard and we have displayed their efforts in the classroom. Next week they will 

have a go at a second chain, noting anything they would do to improve upon their 

efforts.  

Some of us took part in Yoga and mindfulness colouring on Thursday which was lovely to 

see! We had some interesting animal stories! 
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Jupiter 

Oh my goodness…what an amazing effort the boys put in when we went 

mountain biking this week.  We did a long loop of the cross country course, 

scaling many wet, slippy climbs and showing incredible control on the fast skiddy 

decents.  The resilience that was shown to keep going and to get to the top of 

the climbs was fantastic!  I can’t wait to go again next week.  In class we have 

explored further strategies and methods with our multiplication- showing some 

wonderful progress in the infamous “grid method”.  We have consolidated 

homophones in English, deomntsrating fabulous understaindg of the spelling and 

contexts in which they are used.  Our army helmets are now nearing completion- 

just a final lick of paint until we are all set.  Keep learning boys!!! 

 

 

 

Titan 

We have had a busy week in Titan! All boys have been engaged in all lessons and 

completed most of the work successfully. In English, they had to write a newspaper 

report abpout The Blitz, WW2 or some facts on WW2. In Math, we looked at 

factors, multiples, square numbers and cube numbers, as well as using multiplication 

skills to help us solve problems. We had a shared guided reading lesson, where some 

of the boys enjpyed reading to the class and all boys answered questions on the 

text. In Science this week, we looked at evolutions and adaptation, as well as Charles 

Darwin and the boys had to complete a piece of work on different species of animals 

and plants and how they have adapted to their harsh environment. Some of the boys 

looked at news and read all about Hurricane Lorenzo.  
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Mars 

Mars have worked really hard this week. On Monday we continued our gol 

lessons which we absolutely love! This week we were back in the driving 

range practicing our swing. Back in class we have been using embedded 

relative clauses independently in our writing. We have also written letters 

home from the home front in WW2. In maths we have been rounding 

numbers and practising multiplication. In art this week we have been 

drawing battle scenes and practicing our mark making and in food tech 

we picked apples in the orchard and the made delicious apple pies. 

. 

 

 

Neptune 

In Neptune class this week, we have thought about using colour to design camouflage for 

soldiers’ uniforms; thinking about the different terrains: jungle, forest, desert.  In science,  

the boys have explored the human digestive system and designed a diagram using materials 

from around the classroom to represent the different parts of the digestive system.  We 

have been learning about respect and we had some thoughtful debate around this issue.  We 

have designed keep fit circuits thinking about aerobic and anaerobic activities – the boys will 

be constructing these circuits next week and trying them out.  We have been working on 

number bonds to 10 and 100 and using this knowledge to help with mental addition and we have 

also worked on rounding to the nearest 10.  We have used drama to help with retelling a story 

– an activity which the boys really enjoyed; we will certainly be doing it again. 
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Outdoor Learning 

We have been secret code breakers this week with the boys using morse code to 

solve the clues and crack the code which took them to the swing, where they 

then picked up another sheet to learn to write their name in Morse Code. All the 

Secret code breakers where then rewarded with a medal. 
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Therapies:  
The whole school has been targeting ‘ready to learn’ over the past week in our Social 

Communication Programme.  

This target supports students encourage pupils to identify their regulation levels and provide 

them with strategies to access the waking day curriculum.  

This is achieved using the ‘Zones of regulation’ programme. This programme supports students 

to learn to identify where they are in the regulation scale and it supports their understanding 

and development of vocabulary to tell people how they feel. The next step is that pupils 

become aware of what strategies they need to support them to regulate their sensory needs. 

The aim is that students will become increasingly independent in identifying and using 

strategies to be ready to learn which will support them to access the waking day curriculum.  

 

 

 

 

Next week’s target will be focusing on ‘Personal space’. The target is to support pupils’ 

understanding of personal space and how to manage social situations.  
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Flu vaccination 

After discussions with the team, who organise vaccinations, given the 

various counties in which our pupils live and how far parents have to 

travel to support their child during a vaccination it was felt more 

appropriate and kind, to advise you to contact your GP to request the 

vaccination your child is entitled to receive. 

 


